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Abstract

Region-specific image captioning is the001
task of generating a caption from an im-002
age such that the caption is about the spe-003
cific region in that image. This paper de-004
scribes the challenges involved in region-005
specific image captioning and provides sev-006
eral methods to utilize the region-specific007
features to enhance the quality of the cap-008
tions in addition to utilizing the features009
from the whole image. Our experiments010
on real-world data sets demonstrate that011
generating region-specific captions is chal-012
lenging even after utilizing the information013
specific to the region. We analyze the vari-014
ables impacting the quality of the captions015
which include the bounding box size and016
the region-specific feature extractor.017

1 Introduction018

Image Captioning is the process of automati-019

cally describing an image with one or more nat-020

ural language sentences (Hrga and Ivašić-Kos,021

2019; Bernardi et al., 2016). It is a fundamen-022

tal task related to a generic or specific image;023

and with the advent of deep neural networks,024

this area has made significant progress (Karpa-025

thy and Fei-Fei, 2015). The image captioning026

technology helps to create an applications such027

as: i) automation and acceleration of the close028

captioning process for digital content produc-029

tion1; ii) analysis of images and automatically030

generation of rich and detailed attributes for031

online catalogs 2; and iii) supportive applica-032

tions for the visually impaired people (Makav033

and Kılıç, 2019; Wang et al., 2020).034

The neural encoder-decoder model has035

been found to be effective in image caption036

generation—where the encoder encodes the037

1https://artificialintelligence.oodles.io/
blogs/ai-powered-image-caption-generator/

2https://evergreen.team/articles/
automatic-image-captioning.html

English Text: the snow is white. Hindi Text: बफर् सफेद है
Malayalam Text: മഞ്ഞ് െവളുത്തതാണ് Gloss: Snow is white

Figure 1: Sample image with specific region and
its description for caption generation. Image taken
from Hindi Visual Genome (HVG) and Malayalam
Visual Genome (MVG) (Parida et al., 2019)

input image into a compact representation 038

and the decoder transforms this representa- 039

tion into natural language describing the im- 040

age (Pedersoli et al., 2017). Quite often, a spe- 041

cific region (containing one or more objects) 042

is central to the image, and thus, is required 043

to be described through the captioning pro- 044

cess rather than focusing the entire image for 045

the same. Although the existing models per- 046

form well at describing the whole image; their 047

performance towards describing a part of the 048

image or generating captions for a given spe- 049

cific region is relatively poor. If a region is 050

cropped from the image and then subjected to 051

the process of caption generation, it may re- 052

sult in poor captions as a single object (small 053

region) may not be able to generate significant 054

features towards the caption generation pro- 055

cess. Also, if the selected region happens to 056

be very small, it may require explicit resizing 057

or padding prior to encoding its features. This 058

process may as well result in poor quality fea- 059

tures. The major challenge lies in the fact the 060

generating meaningful captions for the part of 061

1
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an image (such as red bounding box in Fig 1)062

requires capturing the context of the whole im-063

age. For example, in Fig 1, it is difficult to064

predict “snow” for the region without consid-065

ering the context from the whole image. The066

major motivation of our work is to address the067

issue of generating captions for a given region068

selecting relevant features from the whole im-069

age.070

In this work, we propose a novel approach071

for generating region-specific captions through072

the fusion of features of the given region and073

features computed over the entire image. We074

demonstrate that a concatenation of weighted075

combination of these two sets of image features076

is a simple and effective mechanism to gener-077

ate region-specific captions for an image. The078

attention-based LSTM is used to obtain the079

captions from fused features. The proposed080

approach was tested in multilingual (English,081

Hindi, and Malayalam) scenarios. Addition-082

ally, our analysis shows that the proposed ap-083

proach is robust to the size or dimensions of084

the specific region of interest.085

The major contribution of our work in-086

cludes:087

• Highlight the issues involved in region-088

specific image captioning and the existing089

evaluation metrics.090

• Propose a novel approach to build091

encoder-decoder model for captioning us-092

ing the image-level and region-specific fea-093

tures.094

• Discuss the benefits and possible NLP ap-095

plications using the proposed approach.096

2 Related Work097

In (Li et al., 2017), Li et al. proposed global-098

local attention (GLA) framework by integrat-099

ing local representation at object-level with100

global representation at image-level through101

an attention mechanism. The proposed102

approach performed state-of-the-art perfor-103

mance on the MS-COCO dataset based on104

automatic evaluation metrics. A geometric105

attention-based model for image captioning106

which incorporates information about the spa-107

tial relationships between input detected ob-108

jects through geometric attention has been109

proposed in (Herdade et al., 2019). A dense110

captioning model proposed by Johnson et al.111

(2016) to describe the regions of an image 112

that is close to our work but our dataset has 113

a single region with its caption is available. 114

Nakayama et al. (Nakayama et al., 2020) pro- 115

posed an English-to-Japanese multimodal cor- 116

pus F30kEnt-JP with many-to-many phrase- 117

to-region linking aiming to promote multilin- 118

gual image captioning and multimodal ma- 119

chine translation. 120

Region-specific Image Captioning Al- 121

though much work has been done in image 122

caption generation few researchers tried to gen- 123

erate a caption for a given specific region as 124

input. For region-specific Hindi caption gener- 125

ation using the Hindi Visual Genome (HVG) 126

dataset (Parida et al., 2019), (Meetei et al., 127

2019) used VGG16 for feature extraction and 128

fed to RNN model with beam search. Their 129

model obtained a very low BLEU score result 130

of 2.59 on the evaluation test and 0 on the 131

challenge test. The HVG dataset has a sin- 132

gle reference caption available for a specific 133

region for evaluation and the challenge test 134

harder (consisting of many ambiguous words 135

in English selected using a semi-automatic 136

approach) compared to the evaluation test 137

set due to which many researchers obtained 138

very low BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score 139

on this dataset on automatic evaluation met- 140

ric though comparatively well based on hu- 141

man evaluation (Laskar et al., 2019; Meetei 142

et al., 2019; Parida et al., 2020; Laskar et al., 143

2020; Nakazawa et al., 2019, 2020; Kaur and 144

Josan, 2020). The HVG dataset serves in the 145

Workshop on Asian Translation (WAT)3 for 146

the Multimodal image captioning task (Hindi) 147

since 2019. The task includes the generation 148

of “Hindi" captions for the given image, a re- 149

gion, and its captions in Hindi as shown in 150

the Figure 1. The evaluation scores by the 151

WAT participants on the HVG dataset for the 152

“Hindi caption" task are summarized in the ta- 153

ble Table 1. 154

3 Proposed Method 155

The task of captioning a complete image has 156

recently been studied by several researchers 157

(Yang and Okazaki, 2020; Yang et al., 2017; 158

Lindh et al., 2018; Staniūtė and Šešok, 2019; 159

3https://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/
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Author Dataset Method BLEU Human Evaluation
(Meetei et al., 2019) HVG(EVTest) VGG-RNN 2.59 51.78

HVG(CHTest) VGG-RNN 0.00 44.46
(Laskar et al., 2019) HVG(CHTest) merge-model 0.00 26.54
(Parida et al., 2020) HVG (EVTest) InceptionRes-NetV2 0.78 47.16

HVG(CHTest) InceptionRes-NetV2 0.00 52.10

Table 1: Image caption (Hindi) results on HVG dataset. The Human evaluation results are based on the
WAT shared task (Nakazawa et al., 2019, 2020). EVTest and CHTest represent HVG Evaluation Test
set and Challenge Test set, respectively.

Miyazaki and Shimizu, 2016; Wu et al., 2017).160

However, generating a caption for a specific161

region in the image is non-trivial. Most of162

the proposed architectures for the generation163

of caption for complete images consist of two164

modules: an image-based feature extractor,165

and a language-based model that transforms166

image features (or embeddings) into a sequence167

of natural words. A naive method of obtain-168

ing captions for a specific region in an image169

is to train an existing image caption network170

by providing only the cropped region as input.171

This method, however, does not consider the172

context or semantic relationship of a specific173

region with its surroundings (or the entire im-174

age). The caption is likely to be more mean-175

ingful when the context is well-captured and176

also incorporated in the generation of captions.177

Therefore, the features of the entire image es-178

sentially play an important role in shaping up179

the captions of its specific region. With these180

objectives, we propose the caption generation181

architecture that consists of a feature fusion182

module in addition to the image-based encoder183

and two variants of LSTM-based decoder. The184

overall architecture is provided in Fig. 2a. The185

details of each block are described below.186

Image Encoder: Several recent methods of187

image caption generation have advocated the188

use of deep CNNs as feature extractors for im-189

ages (Xu et al., 2015). A typical deep CNN190

consists of several layers or blocks of convo-191

lution (conv) and pooling layers, followed by192

one or more fully connected layers. The out-193

puts of final (or pre-final) conv layers represent194

complex features from images learned hierar-195

chically. These features are learned over local196

small regions (also known as receptive fields),197

and the overall receptive field expands as the198

features move to higher conv layers. The ex-199

pansion is primarily due to pooling and conv200

(through kernel and stride values) operations–201

both of which preserve the relative spatial re- 202

lations. Therefore, we can nominally corre- 203

late the subset of features at the final conv 204

layer with the spatial region in the input im- 205

age. Here, the term subset is used with refer- 206

ence to spatial dimensions of the output of the 207

corresponding conv layer; whereas the channel 208

(or depth) dimension remains unaltered. We 209

use this simple idea to obtain the features of 210

a region through the ROI Pooling mechanism. 211

Let F ∈ RMNC be the features of the final 212

conv layer of a pre-trained image CNN where 213

C represents the number of channels or maps, 214

and M,N are the spatial dimensions of each 215

feature map. For a given input image dimen- 216

sions, we compute the scaling factors in x and 217

y dimensions from the knowledge of (M , N), 218

and thus, also compute the corresponding co- 219

ordinates of the region bounding box in F, say 220

(m, n). This procedure helps extract a subset 221

of image features, Fs ∈ RmnC that predomi- 222

nantly consists of features from the region of 223

interest. The subset Fs is obtained through 224

the region of interest (RoI) pooling (Girshick, 225

2015). It should be noted that the dimensions 226

of the input image, as well as the bounding 227

box, are not constant; and therefore, the spa- 228

tial dimensions of Fs also vary for every im- 229

age. To bring consistency in region features, 230

we apply spatial pooling with specific stride 231

(≥ 1) values. However, we do not modify the 232

channel dimensions of Fs. The final features, 233

thus obtained, are linearized to form a single 234

column vector. We denote the region-subset 235

features as Sfeat. The features of the complete 236

image are nothing but F. We apply spatial 237

pooling on this feature set to reduce their di- 238

mensionality, and obtain the linearized vector 239

of full-image features denoted as Ifeat in the 240

subsequent discussions. 241

Fusion Module: To generate efficient and 242

meaningful captions for a region of the image, 243

3



(a) (b)

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed region-specific image caption generator. (a) shows the baseline
consisting of a pre-trained image CNN as feature extractor, followed by a fusion module, and then an
LSTM-based decoder (without attention mechanism) to obtain captions. (b) is the attention mechanism
for LSTM-based decoder. The output of this module, Wt, is fed to the LSTM blocks.

we need to consider the features of the region244

Sfeat along with the features of the entire im-245

age Ifeat. The combining of feature vectors246

is crucial in generating descriptions for the247

region. The region-level features capture de-248

tails of the region (objects) to be described;249

whereas image-level features provide an over-250

all context. Therefore, a concatenated form of251

both feature vectors is an obvious yet effective252

choice for the input (f) to the decoder. A sim-253

ple concatenation assigns equal weightage to254

both features, Sfeat and Ifeat; which may not255

necessarily result in captions focused on the256

intended region. In this work, we investigate257

an idea of the concatenation of weighted fea-258

tures from region and image for region-specific259

caption generation. The fused feature, f, can260

be represented as:261

f = [αSfeat; (1− α) Ifeat] (1)262

where α represents the weightage parame-263

ter in [0.50, 1]. Although α can theoretically264

be as low as zero (which indicates discard-265

ing the region-level features), we consider only266

the range where Sfeat receives equal or higher267

weightage than Ifeat resulting in higher impor-268

tance to the region over its surroundings for269

the present task. When α is set to 0.50, both270

feature vectors receive equal weightage, which271

is akin to representation, before feeding them272

to the decoder. For α = 0.66, the region-level273

features are weighted twice as high as the en-274

tire image-level features. At another extreme275

with α equal to one, the captions are gener-276

ated using only region-level features, and the277

image-level features are discarded. 278

The weighing of a feature vector simply 279

scales the magnitude of the corresponding vec- 280

tor without altering its orientation. Unlike the 281

fusion mechanisms based on weighted addition, 282

we do not modify the complex information cap- 283

tured by the features (except for scale); how- 284

ever, its relative importance with respect to 285

the other set of features is adjusted for better 286

caption generation. The fused feature f with 287

the dimensionality of the sum of both feature 288

vectors are then fed to the LSTM-based de- 289

coder. 290

LSTM Decoder: In the proposed approach, 291

the encoder module is not trainable, it only ex- 292

tracts the image features however the LSTM 293

decoder is trainable. We used LSTM decoder 294

using the image features for caption genera- 295

tion using greedy search approach (Soh). We 296

used the cross-entropy loss during decoding 297

(Yu et al., 2019). 298

Attention-LSTM Decoder For the task of 299

region-based caption generation, the region to 300

focus on is known a priori. Therefore, the re- 301

quirement for deciding which parts to focus 302

on most (which is what an attention module 303

generally does in a decoder) is apparently not 304

critical. However, it would be useful to learn 305

which components (subregion or whole image) 306

to focus on and based on this generate the 307

next token conditioned on the previous token 308

and the set of subregion and the image fea- 309

tures. Thus, we employ an attention-based de- 310

coder that generates each token by first decid- 311

4



ing which component to focus on using an at-312

tention module (Bahdanau et al., 2014). The313

attention module takes as input the two image314

feature vectors, Sfeat and Ifeat, and the last315

hidden state ht of the LSTM and computes316

the context vector ct which is then concate-317

nated to the input of the LSTM in the previ-318

ous time step wt−1 to generate wt. This leads319

the modified decoder architecture as shown in320

Fig. 2b whereas the encoder and fusion mod-321

ule from original architecture (Fig 2a) remain322

unchanged. The process of attention-based de-323

coding is outlined below. Let W1, W2, V and324

W be trainable weight matrices. First, the hid-325

den state ht is used to obtain st and it for the326

subregion and the image respectively.327

st = tanh (W1Sfeat +W2ht) (2)328

it = tanh (W1Ifeat +W2ht) (3)329

The attention scores as and ai are then ob-330

tained by applying softmax,331

[as, ai]t = softmax([V st, V it]), (4)332

where V maps st and it to a single dimen-333

sion. The context vector is then obtained by334

summation after scaling with attention scores:335

ct = asSfeat+aiIfeat. Finally, the logits are ob-336

tained by concatenating ct and wt−1 and pro-337

jecting onto a space with dimension equal to338

the vocabulary size: wt = W [ct;wt−1].339

4 Experiment and Results340

This section discusses our experimental set-341

tings and obtained results.342

4.1 Datasets343

Our experiments are based on the HVG and344

MVG multimodal datasets.345

HVG: For every sample image, the HVG346

dataset provides a region (as a rectangular347

bounding box) and its bi-lingual (English and348

Hindi) segments (captions). The training set349

contains nearly 29K segments. Further 1K350

and 1.6K segments are provided in develop-351

ment and test sets, respectively. Additionally,352

a challenge test set of 1400 segments given353

which was created by searching for (particu-354

larly) ambiguous English words based on the355

embedding similarity and manually selecting356

those where the image helps to resolve the am-357

biguity (Parida et al., 2019).358

MVG: The MVG4 dataset is an extension 359

of the HVG dataset for supporting Malayalam, 360

which belongs to the Dravidian language fam- 361

ily (Kumar et al., 2017). The dataset size, im- 362

ages are the same as HVG. While HVG con- 363

tains bilingual (English and Hindi) segments, 364

MVG contains bilingual (English and Malay- 365

alam) segments. 366

4.2 Pretrained Models 367

To extract the image features we have consid- 368

ered two commonly used CNN architectures 369

that have proved to be highly successful at gen- 370

eral image classification: 371

ResNet: One of the extremely successful 372

CNN architectures proposed to solve the is- 373

sue of diminishing gradient where the idea is 374

to skip the connection and pass the residual 375

to the next layer so that the model can con- 376

tinue to train. ResNet exists in several vari- 377

ants based on the number of deep layers (He 378

et al., 2016). We have considered a 50-layer 379

model, also known as ResNet-50, as a feature 380

extractor. Additionally, we have extracted fea- 381

tures as the output of the third (L3) and fourth 382

(L4) blocks of the ResNet-50 for our experi- 383

ments. 384

VGG: Being one of the top-ranked architec- 385

tures for image classification. The architecture 386

derives its name from the Visual Geometry 387

Group (at Oxford University) who proposed 388

this idea. Similar to ResNet, the VGG archi- 389

tecture is also available in multiple variants; 390

we have chosen the 19-layer model referred to 391

as VGG-19 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014). 392

4.3 Training 393

The image and subregion features are concate- 394

nated after scaling based on the weightage pa- 395

rameter α. The dimensionality of subregion 396

and the image level features vectors is 2048 397

for ResNet L4 and VGG models, while for the 398

ResNet L3 features, the subregion feature vec- 399

tor size is 1024. We set α to 0.0 for the base- 400

line experiment, where only the image level 401

features have non-zero values. When α is 1.0, 402

only the subregion features have non-zero val- 403

ues. We set α to 0.5 and 0.66 to fuse subregion 404

features and image features when both have 405

4https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/
xmlui/handle/11234/1-3533
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a window on the side of a building
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
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or
e

Subregion
Image

gold : window on a building
LSTM alpha=0.0 : a large boat on the water
LSTM alpha=0.5 : a large white building
LSTM alpha=1.0 : the man is wearing a hat
Att LSTM : a window on the side of a building

a red van on the side of a building
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

At
te

nt
io

n 
sc

or
e

Subregion
Image

gold : a van on the side of street
LSTM alpha=0.0 : a clock on the building
LSTM alpha=0.5 : a red and white bus
LSTM alpha=1.0 : the bus is yellow
Att LSTM : a red van on the side of a building

a black and white sign
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

At
te

nt
io

n 
sc

or
e

Subregion
Image

gold : black and white street signs
LSTM alpha=0.0 : a sign on a pole
LSTM alpha=0.5 : a sign on the street
LSTM alpha=1.0 : a man with a smile on his face
Att LSTM : a black and white sign

Table 2: Captions generated using the proposed model from the ResNet L3 image features. These are
some positive results using attention based model.

a man standing in the water
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
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n 
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or
e

Subregion
Image

gold : two elephants standing in the water
LSTM alpha=0.0 : a elephant in the water
LSTM alpha=0.5 : the elephant is eating
LSTM alpha=1.0 : man riding a skateboard
Att LSTM : a man standing in the water

the sand is black
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
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nt
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n 
sc

or
e

Subregion
Image

gold : The sand is brown
LSTM alpha=0.0 : a large blue sky
LSTM alpha=0.5 : a red and white fire hydrant
LSTM alpha=1.0 : the ground is made of asphalt
Att LSTM : the sand is black

Table 3: Captions generated using the proposed model from the ResNet L3 image features. These are
some negative results using attention based model.

Hyperparameter Value
embedding size 128
hidden size 256
number of layers {1, 2, 4}
dropout 0.3
learning rate {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}

Table 4: Values of model hyperparameters.

non-zero values. The concatenated features406

are projected to space with the same dimen-407

sionality as the token embedding dimension,408

which we set to 128, using a linear layer. This409

serves as input to both the LSTM decoder and410

the Attention-LSTM decoder which generate411

tokens autoregressively.412

We have tokenized training captions on the413

word level and built the vocabulary, which414

is fixed for all the experiments for a given415

language. We experimented with NLTK to-416

kenizer (English), Moses tokenizer5 and the417

corresponding detokenizer (English), and the418

Indic NLP tokenizer (Kunchukuttan, 2020)419

and the corresponding detokenizer (Hindi and420

Malayalam) and found that any choice of the421

tokenizer and detokenizer leads to very similar422

5https://github.com/alvations/sacremoses

results. 423

We have implemented the experiments us- 424

ing PyTorch, with the choice of hyperparame- 425

ters as provided in Table 4. The decoder was 426

trained using Adam optimizer (Kingma and 427

Ba, 2014). For each training experiment, we 428

computed the adopted early stopping criterion 429

based on the BLEU scores on the development 430

set. The model with the best BLEU score (dev 431

set) was chosen to report the scores. That 432

captions are generated token-by-token using 433

greedy decoding till the end-of-sentence token 434

is generated or the maximum sequence length 435

is reached, which we set to 20. 436

The results for the test and challenge sets 437

are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7 for generat- 438

ing English, Hindi, and Malayalam captions 439

respectively. As per the automatic evaluation 440

metric (BLEU), the attention-based LSTM de- 441

coder overall performs better as compared to 442

the LSTM-based decoder. Based on the eval- 443

uation score, image feature extraction using 444

ResNet performs better in comparison to VG- 445

GNet, and evaluation test set performance is 446

better as compared to challenge test set for 447

6
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Method ResNet L3 image features ResNet L4 image features VGGNet image features
EVTest CHTest EVTest CHTest EVTest CHTest

LSTM
I (α = 0.0) 2.5 0.4 3.0 0.3 2.7 0.6
S (α = 1.0) 1.0 0.5 2.5 0.6 2.3 0.4

I + S (α = 0.5) 3.3 0.6 2.4 0.7 2.7 0.6
I + S (α = 0.66) 2.2 0.3 2.9 0.6 3.2 0.7

Attention-LSTM 2.4 1.0 2.9 1.1 2.0 0.6

Table 5: English caption generation results in terms of BLEU scores.

Method ResNet L3 image features ResNet L4 image features VGGNet image features
EVTest CHTest EVTest CHTest EVTest CHTest

LSTM
I (α = 0.0) 1.9 0.6 1.8 0.4 1.7 0.4
S (α = 1.0) 1.5 0.3 1.3 0.3 1.2 0.3

I + S (α = 0.5) 2.0 0.5 2.0 0.5 1.7 0.3
I + S (α = 0.66) 1.9 0.7 1.8 0.7 1.8 0.8

Attention-LSTM 1.5 0.9 2.5 0.7 1.4 0.7

Table 6: Hindi caption generation results in terms of BLEU scores.
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Figure 3: Distribution of caption level bigram pre-
cisions for caption generation.

all three (English, Hindi, and Malayalam) lan-448

guages.449

5 Analysis and Discussion450

Though image caption generation considers451

the full image and its associated captions for452

building a model and generating captions for453

any input images, this work focused on build-454

ing a model to generate captions for a given455

specific region. We used the automatic evalu-456

ation metric BLEU for a comparison purpose457

with other researchers’ reported scores for the458

“Hindi image captioning task" using the HVG459

dataset as shown in Table 1. For the challenge460

test set, our proposed model obtained a better461

result (see Table 6).462

Impact of attention decoder The over-463

all evaluation results using BLEU scores for464

the LSTM decoder vs the Attention-LSTM de-465

coder are very similar as shown in Tables 5, 6 466

and 7. To analyze this further we evaluate gen- 467

erated captions by calculating the bigram pre- 468

cision score at caption level. The fraction of 469

captions for different bigram precision scores is 470

shown in Fig 3 where we compare the English 471

test set captions generated using the LSTM de- 472

coder with α = 0.5 and the Attention-LSTM 473

decoder, both using ResNet L3 image features. 474

The comparison shows that captions generated 475

using the Attention-LSTM model are more 476

precise as its curve lies below the LSTM curve 477

for lower precision values. For higher precision 478

values, the trend reverses where the Attention- 479

LSTM curve lies above, suggesting that more 480

captions have high precision scores in compar- 481

ison to LSTM. In addition to generating bet- 482

ter captions, the attention-based decoding also 483

enables us to examine the component (subre- 484

gion or whole image) that the model focuses 485

on while generating tokens. The sample cap- 486

tions and the attention scores are shown in 487

Table 8. The captions generated without at- 488

tention in different settings (α = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0) 489

are also shown for comparison. 490

Impact of bounding box size The size of 491

the bounding box is an important factor that 492

varies across images.6 To measure the impact 493

of the bounding box size on caption genera- 494

tion, we computed sentence level BLEU scores 495

on the English test set for different sizes shown 496

6For more than half of the test samples, the bound-
ing box size is less than 10% of the image size.
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Method ResNet L3 image features ResNet L4 image features VGGNet image features
EVTest CHTest EVTest CHTest EVTest CHTest

LSTM
I (α = 0.0) 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.9 0.3
S (α = 1.0) 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.6 1.4 0.8

I + S (α = 0.5) 1.0 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.2
I + S (α = 0.66) 1.1 0.6 1.1 0.2 0.7 0.2

Attention-LSTM 2.5 1.1 2.3 0.6 2.4 1.1

Table 7: Malayalam caption generation results in terms of BLEU scores.

Ref: the snow is white. Ref: बफर् सफेद है
Caption(I): a man on a snowboard. Caption(I): एक आदमी एक सफ़र् बोडर् पर है
Caption(S): a on a. Gloss: a man on the surfboard
Caption(I+S): a group of people skiing. Caption(S): एक आदमी एक पहाड़ी के नीचे स्कीइंग कर रहा है

Gloss: a man skiing below the mountain
Caption(I+S): बफर् में स्कीयर
Gloss: skier in the snow

Table 8: Sample captions (English and Hindi) generated for the challenge test set using our model in
different settings (I : Image only (α = 0), S : Subregion only (α = 1.0), and S+I : Image + Subregion
(α = 0.66). The outputs are taken from the models based on the best performance (BLEU score).
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Figure 4: Box plot of sentence level BLEU scores
across different subregion sizes.

as a fraction of the image size in Fig 4. The497

Attention-LSTM with ResNet L3 features was498

used to generate the captions. The box plot499

shows that on average the sentence level BLEU500

scores are very close for different bounding box501

sizes, indicating that the attention-based cap-502

tion generation model is robust to bounding503

box size.504

Although the proposed model generates505

meaningful and better captions in low BLEU506

scores for the HVG, and MVG datasets. As507

per our analysis, these are due to:508

• Both HVG and MVG dataset contain a509

single gold caption for evaluation.510

• The automatic evaluation metric BLEU511

is not suitable for image captioning task512

as in multilingual scenario the image can513

be described in various ways and deep 514

learning-based model can able to pro- 515

duce much better caption than the refer- 516

ence (Cui et al., 2018). Some researchers 517

proposing new metrics for automatic eval- 518

uation of image captions such as “SPICE", 519

(Anderson et al., 2016) “TIGEr" (Jiang 520

et al., 2020) and claims its closely match- 521

ing with human evaluation. 522

6 Conclusions 523

In this work, we highlighted the challenges in- 524

volved in generating meaningful caption for a 525

defined region of an image. Our proposed ap- 526

proach can generate meaningful captions by 527

fusing features of whole and region-specific 528

images. The proposed approach can be use- 529

ful for building NLP applications such as i) 530

image labeling in different commercial/non- 531

commercial applications (E-Commerce prod- 532

uct labeling) including multilingual scenarios, 533

ii) application for visually impaired persons. 534

The future work includes exploring the com- 535

bination of different image and object feature 536

sets, and subjective evaluation and linguistic 537

analysis of captions generated in Hindi and 538

Malayalam. 539
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